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Letter from the Chairs
Dear delegates of the Security Council,
The two of us are honored and truly delighted to be chairing in,
arguably, the most important committee of the UN: the Security Council,
for BSBMUN VII! As chairs, we hope to see each and everyone of you
engaged in debate, while noticing your accomplishments. During our
dynamic committee sessions, we anticipate to be amazed by your
discussions, passionate speeches, resolutions that will bring tranquility to
the global community, and overall debating skills.
As you all must be aware, the UNSC deals not only with warfare
and imminent threats, it operates in a much broader scope: from
intervening in malicious abuses of power (such as totalitarian
governments), to strengthening bonds between countries and discussing
the future of military technologies.
Per say; we will have a few busy days ahead of us. We hope this
study guide will give you the foundation to better understand the topic
and give you room to further research in order to perceive your
delegation's positions on these issues. If any delegate has any doubts or
concerns regarding this document or the overall committee, please do
not hesitate to contact us. We are excited to meet all of you and hope
you enjoy the conference!
Daniel Cavalieros
Head Chair

Noam Knaan
Vice Chair
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Committee Description

The Security Council is the United Nations' most powerful body, with
"primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security."
Five powerful countries sit as "permanent members", being China, France, Russia,
the United Kingdom, and the United States of America. These were the great
powers, or their successor states, that were the victors of World War II. Permanent
members can veto any substantive resolution, including those on the admission of
new member states or nominees for the office of Secretary-General. The other 10
honorary members are elected with two-year terms.
Since 1990, the Council has dramatically increased its activity and it now
meets in nearly a continuous session. It dispatches military operations, imposes
sanctions, mandates arms inspections, deploys election monitors and more.
The decisions adopted by the Security Council are legally binding texts that
apply to all UN Member States, only being overruled by the General Assembly or
the Secretary General. When peace is seriously threatened, the Security Council can
adopt resolutions imposing obligations or sanctions on one or more States. To
resolve international conflicts, the Security Council sometimes imposes sanctions;
deploys Peacekeeping missions that bring soldiers and police directly into conflict
zones. Though, peacekeeping is the UN's largest and most expensive activity, also
being controversial, especially when "robust" operations apply lethal force.
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Topic: De-escalating the Russo-Ukrainian Crisis

Aim:

Russo-Ukrainian relations have been under high media exposure due to a
breakout of warfare across Ukraine. The border linking the two nations saw
Russian military forces cross into Ukraine, attempting to seemingly take control of
the sovereign nation. With this conflict mirroring those of many decades ago, the
international community fears it is the potential "spark" for a third world war. The
aim of this committee is to extinguish the current conflict in an attempt to prevent
a full scale world war.

Context: Russia and Ukraine both used to be part of the Soviet Union, a
formerly collapsed one-party nation, meaning there
were no elections. When the former president of
the Soviet Union, Mikhalil Gorbachev, chose to
include multiple political parties, therefore creating
elections, it slowly caused the collapse of the Soviet
Union, consequently splitting the nation into
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separate countries that exist throughout eastern europe today.
While a bond between the nations exists, most countries are recognized
independent states, meaning that they’re responsible for themselves. With Ukraine
attempting to immerse itself into the global community, their government has
grown fond of joining global treaties and accords, which are also supported by the
United States. With Putin recognizing Ukraine’s collaboration with the US as a
threat towards Russia’s security (due to Ukraine’s border with Russia), the Russian
Government has been weary of Ukraine’s actions, constantly claiming the threat
upon them.

Introduction - The fight for Crimea
Crimea, a peninsula along the northern coast of the black sea, is currently a
Russian unrecognized territory. Disputes for control over Crimea began in the 15th
century, with it being annexed by the Russian Empire in 1783. Following the
Russian Revolution, Crimea became an autonomous republic within the Soviet
Union, within the Russian SFSR, although during the events of World War II in
1954, the Soviet Union transferred Crimea to the Ukrainian SSR from the Russian
SFSR. With the collapse of the Soviet Union, Ukraine was reestablished as an
independent state in 1991, and most of the peninsula was reorganized as the
Autonomous Republic of Crimea, although both Russia and Ukraine maintained
their Naval forces inside the region, and settled on an agreement accordingly.
In 2014 however, with the ousting of the Ukrainian President, Russian
troops were deployed to Crimea, occupying government buildings. This led the
Republic of Crimea to declare its independence from Ukraine following a disputed
referendum on 16 March, although deemed illegal by Ukraine and most countries.
Russia officially annexed Crimea, and despite its annexation, Crimea was recognized
by most countries, to remain part of Ukraine, in a UN resolution of March 2014.

The "threat" of modern Ukraine
Since the beginning of 2022, Putin has claimed how Ukraine posed a threat
towards Russia, declaring that Russia could not feel "safe, develop and exist" because
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of what he claimed was a constant threat from modern Ukraine. Immediately after
this, Russian troops initiated their attack upon Ukraine.
Ironically, while claiming that Ukraine is instigating Russia through directly
threatening their nation, it has been reported that the terms war or even invasion
were banned by the Russian Government, threatening journalists with
imprisonment if they do. For President Putin this is a "special military operation".
The proclaimed goal was to protect from bullying and genocide of the people, and
aim for the "demilitarisation and de-Nazification" of Ukraine. Once again in an
ironic fashion, there has been no reported genocide in Ukraine, with in reality it
being a vibrant democracy, led by a elected president who is Jewish. President
Zelensky went as far as to question "How could I be a Nazi?", to then contrast the
current Russian attacks to Nazi Germany's Invasions during World War II.
President Putin has been adamant of Ukraine of being taken over by
extremists ever since 2014, where at the time, pro-Russian president Viktor
Yanukovych, was ousted in 2014 after months of protests against his rule. Against
Russia's wishes, instead of turning back towards their soviet roots, Ukraine turned
towards the western world, creating bonds with Russia's enemies.
Russia's stated goal, once again seeen as against logic, is freeing Ukraine from
oppression and that they're nation is "cleansed of the Nazis". With this, they demand
that in order to end the conflict, Ukraine must recognise Crimea as part of Russia
and to acknowledge the independence of the separatist-run east. Contradicting the
statement of Ukraine being controlled by Nazis, it is demanded that the nation
modifies its constitution to guarantee it will not join Nato and the EU.
In reality, although Ukraine's expansion throughout the global community
does make it easier for Russia's opponents to strike, Ukraine and their government
do not directly pose a major threat towards Russia, especially those threats
mentioned by President Putin.

NATO and the EU
NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization, was created) is an
intergovernmental military alliance among 28 European countries and 2 North
American countries. Established during the aftermath of World War II, the
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organization includes countries such as: USA, Canada, UK, France Spain Portugal,
etc. It is notorious for having a policy where if a member is attacked by the military
of an outside nation, all members of NATO are forced to support the member
under attack. Recently, Ukraine was nearing collaboration with NATO, which
would have resulted in American, British, and French military bases permitted
throughout Ukraine. Russia was satisfied with this, as it would’ve given the western
nations access to their borders. Although not directly confirmed, it is highly
speculated that this consequently “ignited” the conflict.
The EU (European Union), is another organization Ukraine attempted to
become a member of, with 27 exclusively European countries. The aims and values
of the EU are those of a more modernized Europe, with a nation such as Russia
disagreeing with some of the values. Ukraine’s entrance into the EU would’ve been
another step towards leaving behind the soviet history of their surrounding nations
and attempting to become an open minded nation.

Key Terms
Annexation: The forcible acquisition of one state's territory by another state,
usually following military occupation of the territory.
Western World: The Western world, also known as the West, refers to various
regions, nations and states, depending on the context, most often consisting of the
majority of Europe, Northern America, and Australasia. This typically includes most
countries of the European Union as well as the U.K., Norway, Iceland, Switzerland,
the United States, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand.
Warfare: Engagement in or the activities involved in war or conflict.
Nazism: Nazism is a form of fascism, with disdain for liberal democracy and the
parliamentary system. It incorporates fervent antisemitism, anti-communism,
scientific racism, and the use of eugenics into its creed.
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Extremist: The quality or state of being extreme or the advocacy of extreme
measures or views.

Positions of Major Blocs and Countries
Republic of Ukraine:
Ukraine unfortunately has struggled to defend against Russia, with the Russian
military occupying more and more territory over time. Without the military
intervention of other nations, Ukrainian citizens have taken initiative in combating
the Russian invasion. Ukraine and the majority of the international community
accuse Russia of committing war crimes, and breaking many other international
laws. Their government requests the support of the countries of the world, although
whether this support is simply aid of some sort or full on military intervention,
may define whether this conflict incites a third world war. Ukraine still wishes to
become part of NATO and the EU.
Russian Federation:
The Russian Government has claimed that violence against Russian natives and
pro-russian civilians has been accounted for in many regions and areas near the
border of Ukraine. According to Vladimir Putin, the Russian President, and their
government, the occupation of Ukraine by the Russian military was in order to
prevent further violence of the pro-Russian people in Ukraine. They sought to
occupy the land and govern the area to help these russian favoring civilians,
although it is widely thought that Putin used this as a disguise for ulterior motives,
such as the eventual control of eastern europe.
United States of America:
The United States of America has been conflicting with Russia ever since the end of
the second world war, since both of them were seen as the two most powerful
nations. After the Cold War, US-Russia conflicts have remained still, although the
threat of the Russian Government has always existed, with many problems inside
the US believed to have some sort of Russian intervention. Sanctions and
minimizing Russian exposure are some of the strategies used to suppress Russian
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power globally, although with the US being one of the largest global forces, it is
thought they are planning to intervene on a much larger scale. Their support
towards Ukraine is recognized, along with their participation in NATO, and their
position as one of the P5 in the Security Council.
Democratic People's Republic of Korea:
North Korea is known to be an ally of the Russian Federation, although they have
not made an official comment about the Russian Invasion. With them sharing
similar views with the former soviet superpower, their possession of nuclear
weapons is also greatly recognized by the global community, in fear that if the
conflict grows to a larger scale, Kim Jong-Un, their Supreme Leader, will not
hesitate to act upon the situation.
United Kingdom:
The United Kingdom, one of the most internationally involved European nations,
has been in support of Ukraine, along with being heavily against global conflict.
Their involvement in both world wars has granted them a position as a P5 nation,
therefore having the ability to counter the Russian delegate in the Security Council.
The UK has imposed economic measures to suppress Russia, and sent some of its
military forces to the countries surrounding (especially Poland) in support of
Ukraine. The UK is standing strongly against the invasion and against Russia in the
UN Security Council.
Republic of Belarus:
Belarus is a former member of the Soviet-Union, being another bordering country
with Russia. It has been an ally of Russia, and has remained such during the current
conflict. Belarus has allowed the Russian military in their country, and supported
the Russian invasion in Ukraine.
Republic of Poland:
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Poland shares a border of over 300 miles with Ukraine, and being a member of
NATO and a supporter of the Ukrainian government during the current conflict, it
has allowed Ukrainians to escape the war and into their nation. Poland has been
very vocal regarding the conflict, along with the fact that World War 2 began with
the German invasion of Poland.

Timeline of Important Events
Dec. 1, 1991

Ukraine Becomes Independent after the
fall of the Soviet Union

April 3, 2008

Russia Fights Ukrainian NATO
Membership

February 2014 to March 2014

Russia Seizes Crimea, Creating
International Outrage

April 21, 2019

Volodymyr Zelenskyy Elected President
of Ukraine

December 17, 2021

Putin Demands Security Guarantees
from the West, including that NATO
ceases all military activity in eastern
Europe and Ukraine and that the
alliance never accept Ukraine or other
former Soviet nations as members.

February 1, 2022

Putin denies planning an invasion and
accuses the US of ignoring his country’s
security demands. “It is already clear
that fundamental Russian concerns
ended up being ignored,” he said.

Feb. 24, 2022

Russia Launches Full-Scale Invasion of
Ukraine
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Relevant Documents and UN Resolutions
● Resolution adopted by the General Assembly on 27 March 2014 - 68/262.
Territorial integrity of Ukraine
● United Nations General Assembly voting results to condemn the Russian
attack on Ukraine
● Emergency Special Session of the General Assembly on Ukraine

Guiding Questions For Debate
1. How does the war impact ______?
2. How does the war affect the people of _______?
3. What are the true motivations for the Russian invasion?
4. What measures can be taken to ensure the prevention of a Third World War?
Should they be physical interventions?
5. What is the role of the UN and members of the UNSC to ensure peace is
reached? What can countries do to contribute and/or punish?
6. What are the effects of such tensions and possible war on other countries
and how should they act upon it in the committee to ensure their views and
goals are met?
7. How can measures be taken and sovereignty of both countries be respected
at the same time?
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